Distributed consensus formation tracking problem of slow convergence and low accuracy for multiple quad rotors are solved in this paper. Continuous nonsingular terminal sliding model algorithm (CNTSMA) under Inner-Outer loop control structure is considered to deal with the control problem of nonlinear, strong coupling and underactuated characteristic of a quad rotor. For better convergence and higher tracking accuracy, an adaptive algorithm (denoted by ACNTSMA) further focused on coupling of x and y directions, with sliding model observer (SMO) to compensate system disturbances and uncertainties is proposed. Furthermore, to solve the consensus formation tracking problem, a consensus control protocol under a full-connected topology based on ACNTSMA is proposed, including formation pattern consensus controller and formation distance consensus controller. Stability theory and simulation results prove the proposed control algorithm is able to accurately achieve the first-order (position and velocity) consensus for multiple quad rotors' formation tracking. Besides, stability analysis of the proposed consensus control protocol illustrates that all sliding modes with finite-time stability applicable to second-order integral models are supposed to be established. And the proposed controller also has better convergence and faster response speed with no chattering for trajectory tracking.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the mission of multi-UAV formation has become widely used in military and civilian fields [1] . Quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has capabilities of vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) and aggressive manoeuvrability compared with a fixed-wing UAV. These advantages motivate the formation flight of quadrotor UAVs to be more flexible and versatile in various fields, like target tracking, disaster monitoring, wilderness search and rescue, etc. Accordingly, a large number of researchers have begun to study multiple quad rotors' formation control to achieve autonomous formation flight mission [2] - [7] .
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Consensus formation tracking for Multiple UAVs has become a research hotspot in recent years. The basic concept on consensus come from multi-agent systems means that a group of agents reaches an agreement on a common value by negotiating with their neighbors asymptotically or in a finite time [8] . In order to apply consensus theory to formation tracking for quad rotors, it not only demands us to consider the communication interaction of different nodes, but also a series of issues, such as the structure of formation pattern, the control structure of a quadrotor itself, etc, which produce a great challenge on consensus formation tracking for multiple quad rotors. Researchers [2] , [9] - [11] contributed on consensus formation tracking by modeling, analyzing and controller designing. The main objective of the quadrotor UAVs' consensus formation tracking is to design an VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ appropriate control sequence to ensure that a group of UAVs converges to a specific formation. Wang and Wu [9] raised a distributed consensus controller based on sliding model control (SMC) and state-feedback control. Du, et al. [10] put forward a novel consensus formation control algorithm based on a non-smooth back-stepping design. Zhang, et al. [11] presented a finite-time SMC controller with disturbance observers to handle the external disturbances. Li et al. [2] studied the finite-time Lyapunov theory and the homogeneous system theory, and provided a controller design so that all quad rotors form and maintain a desired geometric pattern within finite time while tracking a reference trajectory. Notwithstanding, these works provide practical methods. However, the consensus control system of multiple quad rotors is not complete. Consensus methods based on SMC utilize most likely the simple or low-order SMC. And there are few researches that provide universal consensus protocols. Therefore, the consensus control of the second-order integral model (quadrotor) needs to be further studied. The critical foundation of the above researches is the same homogeneous consensus theory. Nevertheless, controlled by the different introduced algorithms for quadrotor UAV, these methods produced distinguishing formation tracking performance of accuracy, convergence or system response speed for multiple quad rotors. In order to further improve the performance of formation tracking for multiple quad rotors, the characteristic of a quad rotor's dynamics and the corresponding control algorithms are discussed below. Firstly, considering the properties of nonlinear and open-loop instable, quad rotor requires a very fast control response and a large operation range [12] . Quadrotor UAV is an underactuated system which has six degrees of freedom with only four control inputs. In addition, it is mutual coupling between its variables, and has uncertainties with parameters and external unknown disturbance [13] . Such problems give more challenges to quadrotor UAV's flight control. Kendoul et al. [14] built an inner-outer loop of quad rotor's control dealing with the control problem of underactuated and variables coupling. Zhao, et al. [12] added the robust integral of the signum of the error (RISE) method and an immersion and invariance (I&I)-based adaptive control methodology to promote the robust performance of the quad rotor system. With the advantages of strong robustness, low chattering and quick response, SMC has attracted a large number of researchers for improvement, so as to achieve better convergence, higher response speed and lower chattering. An adaptive SMC is designed in [15] based on the back-stepping technique with the advantages of simplicity in design and ease of application. An adaptive super-twisting sliding model algorithm (STA) is provided in [16] to reduce the control effort as well as the chattering effect. In addition, finite-time SMC for quad rotor control gets more attention for its advantages in terms of fast response, better robustness and perturbation attenuation [2] , [17] - [19] . A backstepping finite-time nonsingular terminal sliding mode control with an adaptive control rate added is produced in [18] to balance switching surface for free chattering, finite time convergence and robust aims. It is proposed in [19] that utilizing continuous SMC and PID, respectively in position and attitude subsystems with compensations of finite-time sliding mode observer (FT-SMO) to estimate system bounded disturbances, does a positive influence on the control accuracy and system response speed.
The above studies have constructed a quite complete finite-time SMC system for a quad rotor. The adaptive scheme also provides a design idea for SMC on-line parameter modulation. However, there is still a lack of consideration of the position subsystem's coupling problem when designing the switching surfaces of different directions, which leads to slow response speed. Using only information about the output and its derivative with continuous signals and finite-time convergence to the third-order, a continuous nonsingular terminal sliding model algorithm (CNTSMA) [20] , [21] is considered to be more suitable for quad rotor control and introduced in this paper. Nevertheless, the application of CNTSMA to quad rotor control requires fitting the dynamics model of a quad rotor. And fixed coefficients are limited in feedback response, which has a further improved domain. Such problems are considered and solved in this paper. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) For better model fitting and response, an adaptive CNTSMA is proposed to control the quadrotor. The adaptive CNTSMA (denoted by ACNTSMA) includes compensations on switching surface and adaptive algorithm on the parameters of CNTSMA, with disturbance compensations from the estimation of SMO. The effectiveness of ACNTSMA is proved through both stability analysis and simulation results.
2) A distributed consensus control protocol based on
ACNTSMA is produced considering the circumstance of full-connected interaction network, including formation consensus controller and formation distance consensus controller. The stability analysis shows that the proposed controller can achieve the first-order (i.e. position and velocity) consensus formation tracking. And the proposed protocol is considered as a universal consensus protocol that can be easily extended to any other finite-time SMC for second-order integral models. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme is effective and realizable. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II studies the preliminary of formation tracking for multiple quad rotors. Section III produces an distributed consensus control algorithm based on ACNTSMA under a full-connected interaction topology. Simulation results of both a quadrotor control and consensus formation control are provided in Section IV. Conclusions are given in section V.
II. PRELIMINARY
In this section, some related definitions and theories are firstly studied. Afterwards, problem description of formation tracking control is illustrated.
A. USEFUL THEORIES AND THEOREMS
For better readability of this work, some useful notations, theories and theorems are listed below.
• Notations: In this paper, s and c are denoted as the abbreviations of sin and cos. R denotes the set of all real numbers. D and V are described as the domain and range of a function. A function with its domain and range is denoted as f (·) : D → V . N ⊆ D represents a subset of D. N \ {0} represents an area without the origin. A = a ij is a matrix with a ij being the entry of i th row and j th column. B = diag {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n } represents a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements. An abstract system is defined as follows:
where, f : D → R n is continuous on an open neighborhood D ⊆ R n of the origin and f (0) = 0. Let ψ x (·) denote the continuously differentiable unique solution of (1) that satisfies ψ x (0) = x.
is called the settling time function. 
• Lemma (Finite-time stable, see [22] ): The origin is a finite-time-stable equilibrium of (1) if definition 2 and 3 held simultaneously. Remark 1: If the origin is a finite-time-stable equilibrium with D = N = R n , it is said to be a globally finite-time stable equilibrium.
• Theory 1 (Basic Concepts on Graph theory, see [23] ):
then a ij > 0, which represents node v j has interactive information with node v i . Otherwise, a ij < 0 , which represents v j and v i have no interaction. The set of neighbors of node v i is denoted by
Remark 2: A graph G is said to have a spanning tree if there exists at least one vertex having a path to all the other vertices.
• Theory 2 (Homogeneous multi-agent consensus theory, see [8] ): Considering a network topology with N members (denoted by set U ), high-order multi-agent systems can be described as follows:
where, x k i ∈ R n , k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1 represents system state variable and u i ∈ R n represents the control input. m is the order of system (2) and n is the dimension of state variable. The system has initial states as x 0 i = x i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The consensus control of (2) is defined as follows:
where, w k = 0 is the weight of system state variable. If x k i → x k j , i = j, system (2) asymptotically achieves consensus stability. Considering the first-order consensus control, (3) can be simplified as:
Remark 3: The homogeneous multi-agent system (2) is said to reach first-order homogeneous consensus if for any initial condition we have
• Theory 3 (CNTSMA, see [21] ): A second-order uncertain system is considered as follows:
CNTSMA controller is designed as:
where,
, and k 1 , k 2 , k 3 are the appropriate positive terminal sliding model gains. f (x, t) is the bounded uncertainties or perturbations of the system.
• Theorem 1 (Convergence of CNTSMA, see [20] , [21] ):
System (6) is finite-time stable at the origin, with appropriate gains k 1 , k 2 and k 3 in spite of bounded perturbations. The following description gives the parameter selection rules for the establishment of this theorem. Considering a Lyapunov function candidate for system (6) is defined as with system variable x = [x 1 , x 2 , L] T , and satisfies the following conditions: Condition 1:
is positive and goes to zero in finite time, when the relevant parameters are chosen as follows:
Condition 2:V (x) is negative, i.e.V (x) < 0, when the following expressions are satisfied.
x = 0 (strongly, i.e. for every trajectory) is a globally finite-time stable equilibrium for system (6) . In other words, system variable converges to the origin in finitetime.
B. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 1) MODELLING OF A QUAD ROTOR CONTROL
Qball-X4 quadrotor flight platform produced by Quanser (see Fig. 1 ) is adopted in this work. Qball-X4 utilizes Quanser's Embedded Control Module (QECM), including an aeronautical data acquisition card (DAQ) with high-precision
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and an embedded microcomputer Gumstix, which supports fast calculation of control algorithm.
Considering the air resistance and external disturbance of i th Qball-X4 denoted by U i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the dynamic model of Qball-X4 is described by the following equations (for more details, see [12] , [19] , [24] ):
where, for a quad rotor,
relationship between the thrust of each rotor described by (12) .
represent the uncertainties and disturbances of air resistance and system variables' coupling, given by (13) . a ix , a iy , a iz represent the position control coefficients related to the current attitude, given by (14) .
where, k th is the thrust coefficient. b dr is the drag coefficient.
, ω i4 are the angular velocity of the four rotors. As is known from (11), quadrotor flight system has six-degrees of freedom (6-DOF) dynamics with four control inputs. Because of the strong coupling and underactuated properties of quadrotor UAV, it is actually difficult to control the system directly. To solve these problems, an inner-outer loop control depicted in Fig. 2 is introduced to decouple the attitude and position subsystems. Outer loop is used to control the system position, i.e. control variable u i is used to control system position variable p i , so as to guide p i to the reference position p id = [x id , y id , z id ] T . Afterwards, attitude calculation, i.e. calculation of the reference roll angle φ id and pitch angle θ id is inferred. Simultaneously, the reference yaw angle ψ id is input to inner loop as the reference attitude
Similarly to outer loop, inner loop is uesd to control system attitude, i.e. let control variable τ i control system attitude variable η i , so as to guide η i to η id . A finitetime SMO is adopted to estimate variables and bounded disturbances in the two subsystems. The main objective of this paper is to design the position and attitude controllers with interference compensation, respectively.
Assumption 2: The desired position p id and its derivativė p id are continuous and bounded.
2) MODELING OF FORMATION PATTERN
Virtual Leader-Follower structure [25] is adopted in this paper to build the formation pattern. In this structure, the follower tracks a reference trajectory based on the virtual leader position and predetermined formation without the need for leader's velocity and dynamics.
The reference trajectory p d , ψ d is denoted by a virtual leader U 0 . Followers set consistent of n quad rotors is
The distance between any two quad rotors is denoted by h
represents the position of a quad rotor in the formation. The relationship between real positions and the formation pattern is depicted in Fig. 3 .
The following definitions refer to theory 1. The communication interaction topology of followers is denoted by G. The adjacency matrix of G is denoted by A = a ij , i, j ∈ U and the set of neighbors of quad rotor U i is denoted by N i = j : v j , v i ∈ E .The interaction of U i and the virtual leader U 0 is represented by b i , i ∈ U . If there exists a connection between U i and U 0 ,
. . , b n } represents the interaction matrix between leader and followers. Assumption 3: Graph G has a spanning tree with the root node of followers having access to the information of the virtual leader.
Assumption 4: Virtual leader U 0 is the center of the formation pattern, e.g. 1
3) CONTROL OBJECTIVE OF FORMATION TRACKING
As referring to theory 2, the distributed control objective of the first-order formation tracking in finite-time T * is defined as follows:
Considering the distance between any two quad rotors in formation pattern, the finite-time first-order formation tracking is supposed to satisfy:
III. DISTRIBUTED CONSENSUS FORMATION TRACKING CONTROL ALGORITHM
Distributed consensus control algorithm for multiple quad rotors' formation tracking is proposed in this section, which is organized as: The estimation of system disturbances and uncertainties is provided in III. A to ensure the controller has strong robustness. ACNTSMA is produced in III. B for path tracking of a quad rotor, simultaneously as a foundation of III. C. A distributed consensus protocol and its control law are provided in III. C, which mainly describe the critical design of this work. VOLUME 7, 2019 A. ESTIMATION OF SYSTEM DISTURBANCES For easier explanation, some state vectors are firstly defined as follows: 
represent the disturbance vectors of the attitude and position variables, respectively. Thus, (11) can be written as the following matrix form:
where, g(η 1 ) denotes the position control coefficient matrix of the current attitude variable. As can be inferred from (11),
A finite-time SMO is introduced to estimate the position and attitude disturbances and uncertain parts of U i [19] .
• Position SMO:
where,ê iη = η i1 −η i1 ,ê ip = p i1 −p i1 are the output attitude and position errors, respectively.K l = diag k l1 ,k l2 ,k l3 , l = 1, . . . , 6 is the gain matrix of SMO (For more details about parameters, see ( [19] , [26]). ϕ 1 (·), ϕ 2 (·), ϕ 3 (·) : R 3 → R 3 are the nonlinear feedback functions described as:
are defined as the output disturbance errors of SMO. According to [19] , the origin of estimation error vectorê i = ê iη ,ė iη ,ê ip ,ė ip ,ê idη ,ê idp ∈ R 3×6 is a finite-time stable equilibrium for system (17) 
B. ACNTSMA CONTROL METHOD FOR A SINGLE QUAD ROTOR
For a single quad rotor, the reference trajectory is denoted as p id , ψ id T = [x id , y id , z id , ψ d ] T (as depicted in Fig. 2 , ψ id = ψ d ). The intention of outer loop control is to guide the system position p i to reference position p id . Considering the underactuated property of quad rotor system, a virtual control variable ν i = ν i x , ν i y , ν i z T is adopted to satisfy the position subsystem (20) (see [14] ).
The following expression is yielded combining (17) with (20) .p
The relationship between the virtual control variables and the original control variables, and the attitude angle calculation can be derived from (20) as follows:
e ip = e ix , e iy , e iz T = p i − p id is denoted as the system position tracking error vector and e ix = x i − x d , e iy = y i − y d , e iz = z i − z d . Then,ë ip =p i −p id =p i −p d . Substitute in (21) to get the following expression:
ACNTSMA is proposed to design the virtual position controller. Two sides of the control problem are considered in ACNTSMA:
• Coupling of variables in position subsystems. Compensation switching surfaces are produced to decouple variables (the coupling degree is reduced by mutual feedback of x and y direction errors) and promote the response speed.
• Limitation of fixed coefficients. On-line dynamic adjustment with feedback errors for part of the coefficients is provided to improve the convergence. Compensated switching surface vector is defined as 2p , a i x , a i y ) is provided to calculate the elements of p i N , which is given as follows: 
where, k 2p = k 2x , k 2y , k 2z T is the terminal sliding model coefficient matrix with positive elements. a i x , a i y are the compensated sliding model coefficients that satisfy:
And the virtual controller ν i is designed as follows:
are the adaptive sliding model coefficient matrices. Relative errors are fed back to the coefficient matrix for dynamic adjustment to improve the convergence speed of this algorithm. Some parameters of k i 1p and k i 3p are calculated by the following proposed equations.
where, κ, α are positive adaptive proportion coefficients. µ is adaptive mean coefficient and α is adaptive exponent. Theorem 2: ACNTSMA has similar finite-time stability with CNTSMA as long as the relevant parameters are properly chosen.
proof:
Referring to Theorem 1, if conditions 1 and 2 are achieved, CNTSMA has finite-time stablity, which means system variables converge to 0 under the guidance of the control rate in finite time. The following illustration proves that the proposed algorithm also satisfies conditions 1 and 2.
Obviously, a compensation method (24) on switching surface does no effect on system stability. We only need to prove the stability affected by adaptive method.
According to (27), modifications are only applied on x and y directions. We take x-axis as an example. As e ix increases, k i 1x is monotonically decreasing. Due to e ix has an upper bound, i.e. e ix ≤ e i x max , there exist 0 ≤ e ix − µ 1x r 1x ≤ x i max 1 and x i max 1 = e i x max − µ 1x r 1x .
So that k i 1x is bounded and k i 1x min ≤ k i 1x ≤ k i 1x max , where k i 1x min = κ 1x exp(−α 1x x i max 1 ), k i 1x max = κ 1x . Similarly, as e ix increases, k i 3x is monotonically increasing and there exist 0 ≤ e ix − µ 3x
So that k i 3x is bounded and satisfies k i 3x min ≤ k i 3x ≤ k i 3x max , where k i 3x min = κ 3x , k i 3x max = κ 3x exp(α 3x x i max 2 ). Thus, if the adaptive parameters are chosen as (28),
k 3x min > (28) conditions 1 and 2 in theorem 1 are achieved. Accordingly, theorem 1 is confirmed. Thus, system (23) is finite-time stable by using ACNTSMA at the origin. i.e. [e ip ,ė ip , L i ] T = 0 is a globally finite-time stable equilibrium for system (23) . At the same time, the proposed compensated switch surface vector p i N = 0 in finite time according to (24) . Overall, ACNTSMA has similar finite-time stability with CNTSMA as long as the relevant parameters are chosen as (28). Theorem 2 is proved.
Inner loop control is discussed by next step. The goal is to guide the attitude variable to reference attitude η i d = φ id , θ id , ψ d T for the attitude subsystem (29).
represents attitude tracking error vector. Thenë i η =η i −η id . So the following equation is yielded combining (29).
CNTSMA is adopted to design the attitude controller.The switching surface vector
And the attitude controller is given as follows:
where, k 1η , k 2η , k 3η are the attitude terminal sliding model coefficient matrices. Remark 4: As referring to theorem 1, error vector and its derivative of attitude subsystem are finite-time stable at the origin.
C. DISTRIBUTED CONSENSUS CONTROL ALGORITHM FOR MULTIPLE QUAD ROTORS' FORMATION TRACKING 1) CONSENSUS POSITION CONTROLLER DESIGN
The control objective of this part is to design the virtual control variable ν i = ν ix , ν iy , ν iz T of U i for system (23) based VOLUME 7, 2019 on ACNTSMA. Two relevant variables are firstly defined, that is, the formation pattern and the formation distance control variables of U i , which are denoted as
, j ∈ N i , respectively. Distributed consensus control under full-connected interaction topology (See Assumption 5) is provided below.
Assumption 5: The communication interaction graph is a complete graph, i.e. Adjacency matrix of followers is A = a ij = 1, i, j ∈ U ∈ R 4×4 , and the interaction matrix between followers and virtual leader is B = diag {1, 1, 1, 1}. which means communication interaction exists between any two quad rotors.
Theorem 3: Distributed consensus control for system (23) can be decomposed into the form of formation control and the weighted sum form of all adjacent formation distance controllers, as given in (33), which can achieve the finite-time first-order consensus shown in (15) and (16) .
where, ξ 1 represents formation pattern control factor and ξ 2 represents formation distance control factor. It is noticeable that regardless of assumption 5, a ij and b i are remained for further inference. Theorem 3.1: According to (33), system (23) can be disassembled as the following two parts of subsystems:
Remark 5: System error and its derivative e i ,ė i of subsystem (34) is finite-time stable.
Remark 6: System error and its derivative e ij ,ė ij of subsystem (35) is finite-time stable.
The overall structure of multiple quad rotors' distributed consensus control is shown in Fig. 4 .
Proof of Theorem 3 & 3.1:
Firstly, the relationship between the individual error (includes its derivative) and consensus errors (include formation pattern and distance errors) is analyzed.
Obviuously,
According to (36), system (23) is considered to be disassembled as subsystem (34) and (35). The stability analyses of the two subsystems are given below and we will prove lim t→T * p d − 1 n n k=1p k = 0. 1) For subsystem (34), the following control rate can be obtained by the ACNTSMA method:
where, p i N = s(e i , k 2p , a i x , a i y ),L i = −k i 3p sign(p i N ). As is referred to theorem 2, e i and its derivative are finite-time stable. Thurs, remark 5 is established. And there exists (38).
Therefore, (39) is further inferred.
As can be obtained from (39), system (34) controlled by the proposed law of (37) is finite-time stable, and is able to achieve the first-order consensus. And there exists lim t→T * p d − 1 If for any i ∈ U , j ∈ U , there is
that would lead e ij ,ė ij to finite-time stability. Then the sum of errors shown in subsystem (40) could converge in finite time. Therefore, ACNTSMA is used to design ν ij of subsystem (41) that can also render (40) to be finite-time stable. ν ij is given as follows:
. As can be inferred from theorem 2, e ij and its derivative of (41) is finite-time stable. Remark 6 is established. And there exists (43). As can be observed from (43), system (35) controlled by the proposed law of (42) is finite-time stable, and is able to achieve the first-order distance consensus. To draw a conclusion, by applying (33), system (23) is able to reach the first order consensus according to (39) and (43). Theorem 3 is proved.
Remark 7: Although theorem 3 is proposed based on ACNTSMA, stability analysis illustrates that all sliding models with finite-time stability applicable to second-order integral models are supposed to be established. Therefore, (33) is considered as a universal consensus protocol. And it is likely that further improvements can be made in the case of incomplete connectivity for the extension of (33).
2) CONSENSUS ATTITUDE CONTROLLER DESIGN
The objective of this part is to design the attitude controller 
And the attitude controller is designed as follows:
Remark 8: e i η ,ė i η , L i η = 0 3×3 is a globally finite-time stable equilibrium referring to theorem 1.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. SIMULATION OF PATH TRACKING CONTROL OF A QUAD ROTOR
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed ACNTSMA, Qball-X4 parameters are utilized for this simulation part. ACNTSMA is tested to track square wave and sine wave separately to inspect static and dynamic characteristics of the algorithm. The commonly used STA and PID, and the introduced CNTSMA are considered for comparisons. Parameters of ACNTSMA and Qball-X4 are respectively recorded in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. As can be observed from Fig. 5-Fig. 6 about the simulation tracking results, ACNTSMA produces a steady-state error of zero with no chattering and has better convergence and quicker response compared with PID, STA and CNTSMA. The proposed algorithm also has smooth response and high tracking accuracy, which can effectively track square wave and sine wave. The adaptive parameter changes fed back from tracking errors when tracking the two predetermined waves are shown in Fig.7 . The tracking trajectories of PID, STA and ACNTSMA moving in 3D space in 60 seconds are depicted in Fig. 8 and the four control inputs are given in Fig. 9 .
The attitude of roll, pitch and yaw angle changes controlled by ACNTSMA are shown in Fig. 10 . As can be seen in Fig. 10 , ψ quickly converges to ψ d , simultaneously, regular changes occur on φ and θ with the changes of desired trajectory in x, y and z directions, so that Qball-X4 achieve the path tracking.
B. SIMULATION OF CONSENSUS FORMATION TRACKING CONTROL FOR MULTIPLE QUADROTORS
In this simulation part, we use four Qball-X4s as the followers to track the desired formation where Fig. 11 . Adjacency matrix of followers is assumed by A = a ij = 1, i, j ∈ U ∈ R 4×4 . The interaction matrix between followers and virtual leader is assumed by B = diag {1, 1, 1, 1}. Consensus factor ξ 1 is 0.6 and ξ 2 is 0.3. Initial positions of leader and followers are assumed by p 4 = [8m, 5m, 4m] T . Sampling interval is 0.01s and simulation time is 40s. The reference formation trajectory is generated by virtual leader quad rotor, whose trajectory is given by: Fig.12 -Fig. 16 are 500 times Monte Carlo simulation presentations. Fig. 12 depicts 3D trajectories in this scenario and it can be seen that four follower quad rotors gradually maintain the predetermined formation from random initial positions and fly regularly around the reference trajectory. Fig. 13 respectively depicts the trajectories in x, y and z directions. It is shown in the x direction, Quad rotors 1 and 3 reach consensus, and Quadrotors 2 and 4 also reach consensus, which is because of the properties of formation pattern h F . Similar conclusions can be drawn in y and z directions. As shown obviously in Fig.14, the adjacent errors between four quad rotors converge to zero in 20 seconds with both distance (Fig. 14(a) ) and velocity ( Fig. 14 (b) ), which signifies not only the steady-state error converges to zero asymptotically, but also the first-order consensus (16) has been achieved.
The lift control input of each quadrotor is given in Fig. 15 . Fig. 16 depict the changes of roll, pitch and yaw angle of the follower quad rotors in 20 seconds, which can be observed to converge to the desired state, and accordingly the attitude consensus achieved. It can also be seen that the quad rotor is guided for trajectory tracking due to the continuous change of roll and pitch angles. The simulation results clearly illustrate the consensus formation tracking of multiple quad rotors. In a word, the proposed distributed consensus control method can effectively solve the response and accuracy problems of consensus formation tracking for multiple quad rotors. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, distributed consensus control problem of slow convergence speed and low accuracy for multiple quad rotors' consensus formation tracking are solved by proposing a consensus control protocol based on adaptive CNTSMA. Adaptive CNTSMA (ACNTSMA) is firstly provided to deal with the control problems of nonlinear, strong coupling and underactuated properties for a quad rotor. Theoretical analyses and simulation results demonstrate that ACNTSMA has better convergence and faster response speed. Afterwards, a distributed consensus control protocol based on ACNTSMA is produced under the full-connected interaction topology. Stability analysis proves the consensus controller is able to not only reach the predetermined formation pattern, but also maintain the desired formation distance. Finally, simulation results of formation tracking can be found to illustrate the proposed consensus algorithm has capabilities of accurately tracking the predetermined formation pattern with desired trajectory and achieving the first-order consensus for multiple quad rotors. Future study will focus on the situation of incomplete interaction graph and solve the distributed consensus control problem under switching topologies for wider application scope. He is currently the Head of the Communications Research Group. His research activities include the field of digital signal processing, simulation of communication systems, array processing for adaptive antennas, and the technology of navigation and positioning systems. His teaching activity is mainly focused on signal processing, microcomputer principle, and algorithms for GPS receivers. He is involved in several major research project of China. He is an Expert in the field of communication and signal processing.
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